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PROCEEDINGS
June 10, 2004
COLOR GUARD PRESENTATION
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Thank you, Color Guard. We're going to be
running on a very tight schedule today.
I am appointing Deon [sic] Jeremy Davis to serve as the
Parliamentarian. I realize maybe that is the blind leading the blind, but
what do you do? Okay.
There is one more thing I forgot to do. I am appointing Jerry Lee as a
proctor.
Is my partner Roger Minch here? Roger, you are a proctor, too.
I want to take a moment to thank all those on the local committee who
have helped make this Bar meeting a success. Steve McCullough was the
chair of that committee, and he had able assistance from Melissa
Schmalenberger, Debby Conlin, Pat Monson, Shannon Gregor and Bill
Schlossman.
Please give those persons a round of applause.
We're very happy that we had so much help from everyone, and we do
thank them.
Sherry, you are up.
MS. SHERRY MILLS MOORE: Good afternoon everybody, I get the
pleasurable job of thanking our President, Maureen Holman, for what she
has done this year, but before I do that, I want to talk about me.
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When you are made president-elect, they send you off to Bar Leader
Institute, and when you are at the Bar Leader Institute they teach you many
things, including don't hug the podium, and things about national issues and
how they impact us, but one of the things they warn you about is that at
some time during your reign, you will run into problems. They may be of
crisis proportion, they may be little road bumps, or they may be big
mountains, but you will run into something, and when you do, they give
you some ideas about how to handle it. Of course they talk about rules and
boards and executive directors, and all those things. Well, we have had a
year-Maureen has had a year ahead of this that has been somewhere
between mountains and speed bumps. There has been lots of tough issues
that she has been faced with, but you wouldn't know it by the way she has
led our organization. She has remained calm and pliable, and no matter
what came her direction, she managed to lead a pretty vocal board through
some pretty difficult times.
She had to deal with the issue of our role as an association in the
selection of judges, she had to deal with a very tight budget and short
staffing at the Bar office. She has dealt with many things, and done so
very, very ably. She does so somewhat quietly, but she does so very well,
so I would like us all to give a loud round of applause and appreciation for
Maureen for what she has done for us this year.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Thank you, Sherry. This is my time to get a
chance to talk with all of you. And in all the years that I have been coming
to Bar meetings and listening to the president speak at the beginning of the
annual meeting, the president always starts out that it's been a pleasure to
be your president, and I always said, yeah, right. It has been a pleasure. I
have great admiration for members on the Board of Governors. It has been
wonderful working with them.
My theme this year has been to enhance the health of the Bar
Association. If you had the opportunity to come to the presidential road
shows that I did, you know I talked about different kinds of health, for
example, the financial health of the Bar Association, and we're going to
deal with a resolution today to increase our dues.
I am not going to spend a great deal of time here today, except to tell
you that we have declining numbers of attorneys and declining income from
interest, and we haven't had a dues increase that goes to the operational
expenses of the Bar in 13 years. We need a dues increase, and I think if
we're going to keep a financially healthy Bar, I would hope that you will be
voting in favor of the resolution on the dues increase.
I also talked about the physical health of our Bar, not that we need to
be out there exercising, but that we need a new physical facility, and many
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of you now know that we're going to be moving into a new facility in
Bismarck that will give us broader visibility, easier access in parking, make
it easy for those who are disabled to get into our building, and will give a
place for attorneys in the state to be using that facility for things likes
meetings, functions, also our committees will better be able to meet there,
as opposed to hotel rooms. I think it will be a very good move, and that
will be about July 1st of this year.
I have also talked about the emotional health of our Bar Association
and the wonderful work done by our committees, including Alice Senchal
in proposing a set of rules for a Lawyer Assistance Program, and I am so
pleased that the Supreme Court chose to allow us to implement that
program. Now we're going to have the hard work of trying to make it
work, but I think that we as a bar association, owe it to our fellow lawyers
to be able to offer them some assistance when they are harmed by
emotional problems or substance abuse, and a way to divert them from the
disciplinary system, if possible.
What I want to talk about very briefly, here, before we get on with our
meeting, is more related to the health of our Bar Association as an
association. We're all members of a profession. We're not truck drivers or
bank tellers or plumbers. Those are all admirable ways to earn a living, but
we are a member of a profession, and we get many benefits from that
profession. We get to control how we do our jobs. Sure, some of us are in
firms where people are telling us what to do, but we have a lot of autonomy
in what we do. Generally, we have a higher standard of living because of
our profession, and there are many, many benefits that come from being a
professional, but there are obligations that I think we have to remember.
Now, I realize, as I am sitting here, I am kind of preaching to the choir,
because you are those who have taken up the obligations of being involved
with your Bar Association, but I think the Bar Association obligations
include both defining and enforcing the high standards that we have for
ourselves as a profession, and mentoring new people who are coming into
our profession, and, generally, we have an obligation, if we're a profession,
to provide service to our profession. This is something that is very
important to me.
I didn't know anything about professions. My father was a CPA, nice
guy-or not a CPA, he was an accountant, he was a financial officer for his
company. He wasn't involved in a profession, per se. I didn't learn about
professionalism until I got married to a dentist, whose father was a dentist,
who was very involved in his dental organization. That kind of set for me
the tone of involvement in your professional organization, to see what my
father-in-law did. Many of you know that my husband happens to be
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president of the State Dental Association right now. Both of us feel that
even though it is time-consuming and a little bit difficult to juggle both
responsibilities, that the obligation to our profession is significant. If we
can juggle two presidencies and a senior graduating from high school in a
year, anybody can juggle some kind of obligation to your profession.
I think you don't have to be president of your Bar Association to fulfill
your obligation to the profession. We have a lot of ways that you can give
service to the profession: Being involved in the committees, in section
work, and I hope, for those of you who are overwhelmed by trying to have a
career and family, that you will look for ways that you can give onetime
service to the profession, and I guarantee you that if you call up Sherry
Moore and say, "I want to help somehow in the next year," or if you call
Chris Hogan and say, "What can I do," we will find something for you to
do.
The statistics that I love, and I quote it forever, is that in North Dakota,
in our poll, we asked North Dakota lawyers, do they think other North
Dakota lawyers are honest, trustworthy and courteous. The response of
almost 95 percent of the lawyers was yes. This is an amazing statistic. We
will decrease that statistic, we will not think other lawyers are honest,
trustworthy and courteous in North Dakota unless we work as a Bar
Association together, unless we do things to promote our lives as lawyers
through the Bar Association.
So I believe that the health of our Bar Association can be improved by
your participation, and I hope that even though I am preaching to the choir,
here, you will think about those other lawyers back in your firm or your
community that need to continue to be involved, or to become involved in
the Bar Association. That, too, is a way you can discharge your obligation.
So I am making this quick, I hope.
It has been a great pleasure to be your Bar President this year, and I
have to thank the members of the Board of Governors, but most particularly
Chris Hogan and the members of her staff, for the ways they made it very
easy for me to discharge my obligation.
Now we will get on with the meeting, so we can talk about the health
of this Bar Association for this annual meeting.
What should be on the agenda right now is the State of Judiciary. You
should have picked up the State of Judiciary Message that was outside the
door. Justice VandeWalle wrote me a letter, and he was extremely
apologetic. You can't imagine how much this man wanted to be here to
give the State of Judiciary, but he is the chair of the Federal State
Jurisdiction Committee of the Judicial Conference of the United States,
appointed by Chief Justice Renquist, and he was kind of told he needed to
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be in that meeting, so he sends his regrets and apologies for not being able
to come. I encourage you to read the State of Judiciary Message.
We will now move on in the agenda to the Outstanding Chair Award,
and that is something I get to do.
The Association honors each year an outstanding committee chair, and
this year I am pleased to announce that the winner of that award is LaRoy
Baird. Unfortunately, he can't be here today because he has to attend his
son's wedding-where are your priorities, you know? I want to say that the
staff recommended, and I heartily endorse this award. He does work, on a
day-in-day-out-basis. Christine will pick up the phone and say, LaRoy, I
need some help, and he's ready to help. And this year he was a co-chair for
the 2004 Run for Justice. Chris tells me it was the most successful Run for
Justice ever. He set an outstanding example for chairing the committee this
year, and we will be giving him a token of our appreciate for his help. I
would like to salute LaRoy Baird as our chair.
The next thing I want to do is give out our Pro Bono Awards. Our
Association is extremely active in pro bono, and we are proud of those who
do donate their services. As you know, from the messages you get from the
Bar Association, we constantly need more, so I encourage all of you to give
what you can to the pro bono program. But certain individuals have gone
above and beyond the call of duty this year. We have four people who have
donated 85 or more hours on pro bono cases. And I am not sure who is
here today, but we do have some awards for Paul Probst, who had 100
hours. Is Paul here? And Kent Morrow, who had 85 hours. Come on up.
While Kent is making his way up here, I am going to also tell you
about an individual who had-come up here, Kent. Thank you very much.
One individual who truly went above and beyond the call of duty is
Robert Keogh, who volunteered 173 hours this year. We have a token of
our gratitude for Robert Keogh, if he'd come up, also. Thank you very
much.
We have one more pro bono recognition. This is a Lifetime
Achievement Award, someone who has truly devoted her life to pro bono
service, and this is a plaque that we're going to give to Linda Catalano. I
read the inscription, and it says: "Outstanding service in the field of public
interest law, presented to Linda Catalano in recognition of your outstanding
service to the public and community," and I specifically recognize Linda for
all the wonderful work she has done. Linda? I assume she's here. Yes.
Come up, Linda.
MS. LINDA CATALANO: Thank you very much. This is definitely a
surprise, such a surprise. I was looking at the agenda wondering when the
resolutions would come up so I wouldn't miss voting, and Jim had to come
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and say, "I think you want to be in for this meeting, the beginning of the
meeting." I truly appreciate this award. Working for the public interest,
working for disadvantaged people in North Dakota has been my whole
career, my focus. And for someone who was born and raised not too far
from New York City, went to college in New York City, and then came out
to a state where I thought I was going to do environmental law, it's become
the focus of my life. I have really enjoyed it, and I am very happy to have
the opportunity to continue serving, being an attorney here in the Fargo
office. I have been here since January, I am back in the field learning to
practice law again. I am really enjoying it. Thank you very much.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Now we'll have the financial report from
our treasurer, Tim Hill.
MR. TIM HILL: All the information you need is in the materials we
supplied, both tablets. The 2004 budget is in your materials, as well as the
2003 audit. I will make a couple of brief comments.
The 2003 audit, as always, has no surprises. As far as the 2002 and
2003 finances, our assets were down, our expenses, of course, have
increased, although every effort has been made to try to keep those
expenses down. There was also decreasing revenues. And with respect to
the 2004 budget, we can expect some of the same havoc. The 2004 budget,
you will note that there was a necessity to transfer funds from savings to
cover those expenses, and you will note, also, that we, as part of the
resolution, we'll be asking for a dues increase to cover expenditures. There
is some fantastic news, however: I won't have to raise any money for the
general election. That is my report.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: On the agenda, I believe it says that there
are committee and section reports right now. We have committee section
reports in the booklet. I encourage you to read through them. We're not
going to be going through them in great detail right now.
Before we move on to the report from the North Dakota Bar
Foundation, I think it's appropriate at this point that we take a moment to
remember our colleagues who have died since this time last year. The list I
am going to read is from June 1st of 2003 to June 1st of 2004, and I will
add one name for someone who died yesterday. Would you please stand, so
that we can memorialize these fellow Bar members?
Since June 1st, 2003 we have lost Harold Herseth, Douglas Cilz,
Thomas Jelliff, Richard Schnell, U.S. District Court Judge Paul Benson,
and yesterday, Jay Fiedler. If we can have a moment of silence for those
persons. Thank you. You may be seated.
Next on the agenda, I'd like to welcome the President from the North
Dakota Bar Foundation, Lisa Wheeler. Lisa's report is in your meeting
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books. I am just going ask her to say a few words, and tell us about the Bar
Foundation. Go ahead.
MS. LISA WHEELER: There is a fairly detailed report in all your
materials that you can read on the bus on the way over to the Vogel Law
Firm where the Vogel Law Firm is hosting a fund-raiser.
I just want to remind you that the fund-raiser tonight is an auction, but
it is not about bargains, it is about spending money, so bring your
checkbook, bring your wallet, bring your spouse, come and have a good
time, and let's raise some money for the Foundation. I want to also thank
you all for your generous contributions this past year. The contributions
were up significantly. We'll see you at the Vogel Law Firm.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Thank you, Lisa. Next item on the agenda
is the Joint ADR Committee project report. I am going to have Christine
Paranica come up here to give us a brief update on what the ADR
Committee has been doing. There is a video and a brochure project, so,
Christine, you have the floor.
MS. CHRISTINE PARANICA: Thank you. I have a little clip I am
going to show in a minute. I understand I can only show one minute of it,
so you will get a little snip of it. We started this project because there are
very few resources out there for educating the general public and our clients
about ADR as an option. It's not a hard-sell, like many of them are out
there. It's kind of a more informational sort of video. It's about 22 minutes
long. 10 minutes is the first kind of broad overview of ADR as applied to
civil cases, and the second half, or about 12 minutes, is about family
mediation boards, child custody, that sort of thing. Many hours went into
this, a lot of meeting time, a lot of publication. We actually wrote the
script, contacted the TV center to create and produce and film it all in
Grand Forks. We're privileged to have a number of members of this
organization come and be part of our cast and characters, including the
judiciary, so our thanks to all of those people.
We also produced an informational brochure to go along with it.
We're hoping that all of you will be able to use it to comply with the
various Rules of Civil Procedure and other rules in regard to ADR. You'll
just plug in a DVD or video and have a client watch it before you sit down
to meet, so that they can come informed as you talk about how you will
proceed with their case. So this was funded by some special money set
aside by the Supreme Court for alternative resolution projects, and
hopefully we will have multiple copies of both the DVD and the VHS and
brochures to distribute to anybody who is interested by, probably, August.
So that is all I have. So if you want to run one minute... (Video Shown.)
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MS. CHRISTINE PARANICA: I just want to say the members of the
Joint ADR Committee and members of the judiciary who viewed it are very
impressed by the quality. Being the director of the only Conflict Mediation
Center from Minneapolis to Billings, pretty much, I know that there are
some videos out there that are pretty bad, they are either outdated,
sometimes the strong-arm-sell type of thing-we have family members
balling because they want court instead of mediation, this kind of thing.
And I think this provides a lot better alternative, so I hope you all enjoyed it
and will make good use of it in the future. Thank you.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Thank you, Christine. Last year we had a
resolution pass that would establish a task force to study crisis management
events. That task force has been meeting religiously over the last several
months. It was first of all initially chaired by Sandi Tabor, who did an
excellent job. They had outstanding information from many outside
groups, and they have now completed their mission. And we have with us
today Jim Ganje who is a member of the task force. We have several task
force members, including, I believe, the chair, Sharon Martens, Judge
Kleven-there are several people. I wanted not to take an extended period
of time to give the report, the report is in your book, but I do want Jim
Ganje to come forward and give us a short report about what the task force
has done and what they have recommended. We will be eventually having
more information regarding this further on in this session. Go ahead.
JIM GANJE: Thank you. Under the category of truth in
advertisement, I thought I'd like to say I thought there would be more
people up here than just me. But, anyway, the task force report is in your
material, and there are several names of people to thank who developed the
proposal that is in your material. The draft legislation, which, if it is even
seriously considered during this upcoming legislative session, will represent
sort of a watershed change of opinion in North Dakota concerning indigent
defense, and for that, I think we can be at least hopeful. And if we are just
so fortunate as to get the legislative assembly to actually adopt this
proposal, in light of this 11.7 million dollar budget, I think we'll all think
thunder and lightning has struck, but we can always hope.
What I intend to do is just very briefly summarize the draft proposal for
you. The reasons for it are in the task force's report. It was intended to
provide a draft codification of what it would take to address the issues that
are highlighted by the task force's report. Essentially, the draft is based
upon two premises, and achieves-hopes to achieve two objectives, one
explicit, one implicit. The implicit is that if adopted, it will divest the
judiciary of the responsibility for management and delivery of indigent
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defense services. A number of reasons for that are outlined in the task force
report.
The second, explicit, objective of the draft is to establish an
independent entity, a Commission that would handle the responsibility for
providing indigent defense services in the state. The Commission would be
a seven-member commission, two members appointed by the governor, two
members appointed by the chief justice, three from the legislative assembly,
one from the house group and senate, and one member appointed by the
board of governors of the State Bar Association.
Of the two members each appointed by the governor and chief justice,
one of those members-or two, must come from counties with less than
10,000 population. That is to ensure that the Commission has a perspective
concerning the delivery of indigent defense services in rural areas. The
Commission's responsibilities-well, before I go on to that, one of the
requirements, although I shouldn't say it's a requirement, but in terms of
membership qualification, a term of that, is that the members should have,
not must have, but should have experience in criminal defense cases or
appointed counsel cases, or at least a demonstrated commitment to indigent
defense services. That was the task force's effort to ensure that the
appointing authorities at least seriously consider folks who either have
experience in criminal defense or they demonstrate an interest in it, will
serve, so that they understand the system and begin to deal with the issues
related to it.
The Commission's responsibilities may include establishing and
implementing a contracting system for indigent defense services versus
what we currently have in the judiciary. The Spangenberg Group, as you
see in the report of materials, suggested that we make the transition to an
statewide public defender system. For a variety of reasons the task force
does not agree, however, the Commission would also have the authority to
establish public defender systems in areas of the state that is considered
necessary and appropriate.
The Commission would have a number of responsibilities governing
the management of indigent defense services, including adopting standards,
and the like, very similar to other entities around the country.
The Commission would be empowered to hire a director who would
essentially manage the system, assist the Commission in providing indigent
defense services. The director would develop standards for the
Commission's adoption. The director would have the authority to hire staff,
including public defender attorneys, if that was considered appropriate.
I'm trying to do this quickly. Quite frankly, that is about it. There are
some tidying-up amendments in the legislation in terms of present law for
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indigent defense. There is an appropriation attached to this legislation that
addresses the costs unique to the Commission, that is, the money needed for
the biennium beginning July 1st, 2005 to institute its commission members,
to begin the adoption of rules, to begin the process of preparing for
providing indigent defense, which would transfer to the Commission
effective January 1st, 2006.
As I said, the projected cost is 11.7 million dollars for the 2005-2007
biennium, which represents approximately a six-and-a-half-million-dollar
increase over what might be an anticipated indigent defense budget,
otherwise, for 2005-2007. So there is a significant amount of dollars that
are involved, but I think the report clearly indicates the need for it, and I
think the task force concluded that it was worth the costs. North Dakota, as
in so many other things, trails badly behind other states in terms of indigent
defense services, and this is a way of addressing them. Hopefully, the
legislative assembly will give it serious consideration. And I think I'll stop
with that. It was intended to give you a snapshot.
I urge you read the report, if you haven't already. Christine did a
marvelous job assembling all the data and information in the Task Force
Review, and I am very impressed with it.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: We are now at the resolution section of our
agenda. All of the resolutions are in the book. They are behind a blue
section that is labeled Resolutions. If you don't have those, there is some
out by the door to get in.
Before we begin, a procedural point, as a matter of courtesy for the
court reporter, please state your name when you are making a motion, or
speaking in favor or against a motion or resolution.
Before we debate the resolution I am going to be asking for a motion,
so please be prepared to bring a motion to the floor.
At this time, I will entertain a motion to dispense with the reading of all
of the resolutions and a motion that-kind of an all-in-one motion, a motion
adopting the Resolutions 5 through 8. Those resolutions, we thank the
sponsors, committee members, the local planning committees.
MR. JAMES HILL: James Hill, Bismarck. So moved.
MEMBER SPEAKER: Second.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Moved and seconded to dispense with the
reading, and to adopt Resolutions 5 through 8. Any discussion? All in
favor of the motion, say "Aye."
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Opposed, same sign.
MEMBERS: (None.)
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PRESIDENT HOLMAN: The motion carries. And, truly, I don't
mean to diminish the importance of the sponsors or anything like that, the
exhibitors, and I really thank you, and I want you to go to those resolutions
and read through the name of every sponsor exhibitor, and thank them
personally.
Now we will get to Resolutions I through 4. I will take a motion on
Resolution No. 1. If you could use the microphones, too, please.
MR. ALEXANDER REICHERT: Madam President, Alex Reichert. I
rise today to move Resolution No. 1 to approve the license fee for all
attorneys licensed by the State Board of Law Examiners shall be increased
by $50, beginning January 1st, 2005, and increased by an additional $25 a
year beginning January I st, 2006.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Is there a second to the motion?
MR. JAMES HILL: James Hill, Bismarck. Second.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Is there any discussion on that motion?
Hearing no discussion-I'm sorry, I didn't see you.
MS. MARILYN FOSS: I don't know what the process is for
commencing discussion, but I am going to presume walking to the mike
will start it. The way I see it, I don't actually dispute that some dues
increase may be appropriate, but it looks to me that the dues increase we
are-or the revenue increase to the Association that is being contemplated
is about $91 an attorney, which is somewhere in the range of what,
$175,000 a year? I mean what are-what I wanted to know is what are
those numbers? It's 75 plus 16? When we get-
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: The dues increase is-
MS. MARILYN FOSS: -is 75, and then we also contemplate a $16
increase in revenues to the Association from the Client Protection Fund
change?
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: No, just the option of-
MS. MARILYN FOSS: -but potential. Or are we foregoing the
Client Protection fund dollars, or are we still going to go into the Client
Protection Fund but the Association can essentially allocate $16 of it to the
Association?
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Yes, we can allocate portions of it, yes.
MS. MARILYN FOSS: So, potentially, $91 an attorney per year.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Potentially, yes. After two years.
MS. MARILYN FOSS: Yes, after two years, which is potentially
$175,000, $170,000 a year.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Approximately-we're budgeted this year
for 1790 lawyers, so...
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MS. MARILYN FOSS: So it's approximately 160, $170,000 a year.
And I just think it would be appropriate to have some information on what
the board sees spending the $160,000 extra a year on, because that is a
fairly substantial increase percentage-wise, in terms of revenue.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: I think we will have a board member that is
going to speak to that.
MR. ALEX REICHERT: Alex Reichert. I can speak briefly to this,
and any of the other board members can, and our treasurer can, as well. But
from my perspective, some comments that were made earlier by Maureen
Holman are true, and that is we have not had a dues increase in the last 14,
13 years, which has gone to operating revenues, and we are currently
operating at a budget shortfall. Every year we are dipping into our reserves,
and the amount that we're dipping into our reserves is going to deplete
those reserves, so we can no longer operate.
Now, what services will we be adding? What services will we be
bringing to the board and bringing to the Association that we're not doing
right now? Quite frankly, there certainly will not be significant new
services. We are currently not making enough revenue to cover the things
that we already do. I have not heard from any of my constituents or from
any other members of this organization that there are significant items that
they would like to cut, and quite frankly, that is what we're talking about.
Are we going to continue to provide the same level of service that we
currently are enjoying? In addition, our revenues will decrease every year
because we add fewer and fewer licensed members to the Bar, and that is a
reality that we have to get used to. Right now the membership is in a state
of decline, and that may turn around at some point. But just in the matter of
cost of living increase and inflation increase over the last 13 years, the
amount of money that we have been taking in is simply not enough to cover
our expenditures. So if you want me to get up and tell you that there are all
kinds of new significant things we're going to do with this money, quite
frankly, we're not. I mean it's not-there is not a whole new direction that
we're going. This is in order to keep our Association viable and moving
forward in the right direction, and to be able to have options so that we can
do things in the future. But we are not buying new cars for the board
members, and we're not going out and spending money frivolously. If
there is something that the Association would like, or that the membership
would like, the board is certainly willing to listen. But I think this is a very
important issue, and I think it's something that we need to address, and I
don't think it's an unreasonable amount of money.
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MS. MARILYN FOSS: Alex, maybe you can give me a follow-up.
How much was the reserve transfer this year? I thought it was in the range
of, what, $30,000? Is that what it was?
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: $23,000.
MS. MARILYN FOSS: I honestly don't see a dues increase of 160-
75,000 dollars to cover a $30,000 shortfall as matching-I guess I would
say that-even as we contemplate inflation over a reasonable period of
time.
MR. STEVEN MCCULLOUGH: President Holman, Steve
McCullough. One of the things that has happened over the last couple
years is the staff in the office has gone down, and one of the reasons why
we haven't had a lot more significant deficits is because we haven't had the
staff there that we have had in the past. A good example, that I hear about
all the time from people in my district, is, "How come we can't get a gavel?
How come we can't get note pads?" We tried to fix that, we got some out
recently, but the reason is we don't have the people there to get it done, and
so that is partially an answer to your question. We're hoping with this
money to get our staffing levels up a little bit more. We have some staff
that we hired that we hope to be able to keep, that is going to be threatened,
I think, is my personal opinion as one of the Board of Governors. It's going
to be depending on our revenue, depending on whether or not we get a dues
increase. When we hired this latest staff person we made it quite clear that
we're going to look at the issue, depending on what happens with the dues
increase, because your Board of Governors is not going to-if I have
anything to say about it-spend all its reserves. So it's a decision on your
part on a policy basis of what kind of services you like. Because Alex is
exactly right, I haven't heard any of the people from my district come up
and say "I like not getting gavels, I like not getting note pads." I have just
the contrary input from people in my district. So that is the reason why
we're back. It's not, like Alex said, a desire to provide more services, but
to get back to where we were at.
MR. DAVE PETERSON: Dave Peterson from Bismarck. I was
president of this Association more years ago than I care to remember, but
the point that was just made is a very valid point. We had more staff people
when I was president back in the late '80s than we have today, and I
commend the Bar Board for bringing this dues increase. I was disappointed
when it got laid over last year. I think it should have been passed last year,
and I would urge you to support the motion, support the dues increase. This
is a good organization and let's not let it die.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Mr. Hill?
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MR. JAMES HILL: Madam President, James Hill, Bismarck. I
support the dues increase. I never did not believe the need. I think,
Marilyn, one of the things you have to remember and understand is that by
statute, 20 percent of what we do in our dues increase is going to go to the
State Board of Law Examiners. The statute tells us 20 percent of our dues
goes there for the operations, and quite frankly, they need it, as well. They
are seeing some significant increases. So you are already talking about 20
percent less of the operational work of our Bar Association. I agree with
Dave Peterson, my colleague from Bismarck, in that respect. It's been over
on 10 years since I have been president, Dave, actually 13 years, so you are
really old. So the bottom line is we haven't seen an operational change in
our Association for as long as back in the late 1980s. In the meantime,
every one of us who operates a law practice realizes that Blue Cross/Blue
Shield threw their rates up 30 percent this year. All the operational things
that we're doing changed. The rent increased, the hospitalization, the
benefits we give. Yeah, they are not things that you are going to see, but in
order to service our Bar with the best available personnel, we need to make
this change. And it's a modest change, really, when you consider what
we're attempting to do, it's a modest change. And I will tell you, I am
about as conservative as they come when it comes to dollars, and I am sure
Christine would be the first one to say that when you look at the financial
picture really close, this is bare bones, folks. We asked for, in our financial
statements, to show us when we're transferring over from our savings to do
simple operations. It's like your own household budget, you drain it out of
your savings account just to pay for what it takes to operate the office. So
this is a modest change. It's time for us to go forward and do this.
The issue of the Client Protection dollars is another issue. That is the
next one. This $75 is a modest amount to maintain what I consider to be a
really outstanding Bar Association.
MR. NICK VOGEL: Nick Vogel from Fargo. I am not so sure that the
$75 is sufficient to meet the needs for next year or the year after that. But
the alternative to perhaps raising it more than we need for next year or the
year after that, is to go through these raises every year. And at least in my
mind, having it consistent for five, in this last case 10 years, is a big
advantage, and I think it should be voted for.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Any further discussion?
MR. DAVE OLSON: Dave Olson, Grand Forks. Madam Chairman,
it's less than one hour of fees for any of us practicing law in the State of
North Dakota. I think we can all afford to give an hour extra for our
organization.
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PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Any further discussion? All those in favor
of adopting Resolution No. 1 say "Aye."
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Opposed, same sign.
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: It passes. Thank you very much. I'll call
for a motion on Resolution No. 2.
MR. GARY LEE: Gary Lee from Minot. I move the adoption of
Resolution No. 2. Very simply, we have $16 a year that comes from every
attorney's fees from our license, and that goes into what is called the Client
Protection Fund. Without going into great detail, what the Client Protection
Fund does is the Client Protection Fund reimburses a client that suffers a
financial loss at the hand of a North Dakota attorney, in the course of legal
representation. The loss has to be the result of a theft or embezzlement.
Now, fortunately, our claims have been very small, and our cap on
reimbursement is $5,000 per occurrence. To date, we have about
$200,000-or more than $200,000 in our fund balance, and given the cap
and given the fund balance, there is perceived to be no need to continue to
add to that balance. This resolution will allow the Board of Governors to,
in its discretion, allocate, from future fees, from the Client Protection Fund
a portion of that fund for other legal services, and so I move resolution.
MR. LAWRENCE KING: Lawrence King. Second.
JASON VENDSEL: Jason Vendsel from Minot. I am here to take the
position that I vote contrary. I am on the board, and I did approve this
resolution, but I am here today to urge that this resolution would fail and
that you and vote no.
I am very familiar with the financial crisis this Association faces. I am
concerned, for a couple reasons, that this will be conceived as simply
creating a slush fund for the board.
I have two particular problems with this, but they are both based on one
very basic concept. One of the distinctions between our profession and
other professions is that we do our best to regulate ourselves, we do the best
we can to clean up our messes once we create them. This fund, I wasn't
around when it was created, but my presumption is that it was created to
clean up messes that were created by lawyers. We are no longer able to get
bonded, which means losses aren't insured. The cap on these kind of
claims by victims is $5,000 at the present time. It is true that in the past if a
person made a claim for, let's say, $20,000, we'd pay $5,000, the insurance
or the bond would pick up the rest. That is not the case anymore. If we
could only have $5,000 claims, then this fund would be probably
adequately funded, but I am of the position that $5,000 a victim is woefully
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inadequate in a lot of circumstances. Victims frequently face situation
where they lose hundreds of thousands of dollars at the hands of attorneys'
misconduct, and I intend to make requests of the board that that amount be
increased past $5,000. We can't make it an unlimited fund, we can't be
fully self-insured, et cetera, but we need to increase the amount that we can
get to victims. If for example, we moved it up to $25,000, we could rapidly
cripple this fund if we were to create the option of removing money.
Perhaps more importantly, my second point, is I think the perception to
the public could be devastating. I don't know if anyone has noticed, but we
don't enjoy a great reputation with the media, with the politicians, with
anyone. We're going to talk about the resolution to go to the legislature and
ask for roughly 12 million dollars, which is a fairly huge increase for a state
whose spending is theoretically going down. I don't think lawyers can
afford to have their already ruddy image further tarnished. This is the exact
kind of thing that the lawyer-bashing will glob onto. The resolution does
not mandate that we take the $16 and move it into the general fund, but it
allows it, and I can tell you that this will be picked up by those who want to
argue that it's an automatic, the lawyers taking away the protection that
they created just so that they can move into a new building, just so that they
can have a nice room to meet in, that kind of thing. It's not true, but I am
concerned about the perception.
To steal a phrase from one of my constituents that came to talk to me
about this, $16 per year is a small price to pay to preserve the integrity of
our profession, and for those reasons I would encourage a no vote on this
resolution.
MR. KENT REIERSON: Kent Reierson from Williston. I was on the
board, and I was one who initially looked at this, and we had $200,000
sitting there. Over the past seven, eight years we have had only two or
three claims that had been made. I think only one of those prior to this last
year had been paid out. Under the circumstances, it seems like a waste of
money to have an increase in dues and have a $200,000 fund that was very
rarely accessed. The only time it was accessed was when a North Dakota
attorney stole from a client and, thankfully, that is a very, very rare
occurrence. And I think, under the circumstances, we trust our board with a
large budget, I think giving them the authority-we aren't removing this
fund, there is still a $200,000 fund there to protect our clients, to protect
other people's clients, other attorney's clients, and I don't think it will be
perceived that we're eliminating a fund, because we're not. We're
maintaining a $200,000 fund for our clients, to protect them if an attorney
steals from them. Being able to adjust or use this fund, the $16 annually, by
a board who we elect, who we trust handles much more money, doesn't
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seem to be a good argument in terms of the financial impact it can have on
the Association. We're maintaining the fund, we're maintaining the
integrity of that fund, we're maintaining the protection for our clients, and it
seems like this gives some good options for our board, and I'd encourage
the adoption of that resolution concerning the Client Protection Fund.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Chair recognizes Lawrence King.
MR. LAWRENCE KING: Lawrence King from Bismarck. I am glad
Kent was here. I wasn't sure he was. When Kent was on the board, he
spent a considerable amount of time reviewing this issue and pulling up a
lot history and information in relation to it. The loss history data simply
would not justify keeping such a huge surplus, even if the board were to
increase the amount from $5,000 to $25,000, which it may do, there still is
the loss history, with $200,000 in there right now, is more than enough to
cover, so I urge the adoption of the resolution.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Any further discussion?
MS. REBECCA THIEM: Rebecca Thiem. I have some history here,
too. I think when I was secretary of the Association, one of my jobs was
the Client Security Fund and to look at claims before the fund went away,
and one of the issue was the fact that the only claims the fund paid were
fraud claims, and I don't know if that is still true, but that is one of the
reasons why the fund keeps its funds, is it only pays for stealing,
essentially, and I don't think during that time we paid any claims.
The concern I have with the resolution is the fact that it doesn't say
how the $16 is going to be used. I mean I think we have so many other
client protection related needs. We have trusteeships that are not
adequately funded, we have a diversion program with really no resources
being devoted to it, and I don't have the particular language, but it would be
my preference that the motion state that if the Board of Governors is going
to use that $16, it be used for such things as diversion, it be used for such
things as trusteeships, receiverships, things related to client protection, as
opposed to just being used for salaries, overhead, things like that.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Any further discussion? All those in favor
of adopting the resolution -I am sorry, Mr. Reichert.
MR. RON REICHERT: Everybody here seems to have a history with
this fund, and I have a history of being offered $5,000 for a $50,000 claim,
and, consequently, I don't feel we should take the money out of this fund,
because I feel that by taking the money out of the fund, the board-we're
not sending a message to the board to get adequate funding to give these
people adequate relief.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: And as a point of clarification, it's not
moving dollars from the fund, it is the right to deal with a future $16 per
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year. That is a point of clarification, that we have that right, and we would
maintain the currently existing fund. Just to clarify that. Any further
discussion? All those in favor of adopting Resolution No. 2 say "Aye."
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: All those opposed, same sign.
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: I am going to do hands-not division yet. I
am going to do hands. Will the "ayes," all those in favor, raise their hand,
please?
I may have to reduce it to counting.
All those opposed?
I think we're going to have to count.
MEMBER SPEAKER: I think the annual tradition is do a division of
the house.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: All those in favor, go to that side
(indicating.)
All those opposed, go to that side (indicating.)
We'll see which way the room tilts.
The Chair is ruling that the "ayes" have it. The resolution passes.
I'll now call for a motion on Resolution No. 3. Lawrence King, I
recognize you.
MR. LAWRENCE KING: Thank you. I would move for the adoption
of Resolution No. 3.
The State Bar Association of North Dakota, through attorneys
designated by the Board of Governors, after consultation with the Joint
Attorney Standards Committee, petition the North Dakota Supreme Court
for review of the constitutionality or advisability of Rule 7.3, North Dakota
Rules of Professional Conduct.
Be it further resolved that the State Bar Association of North Dakota
make use of members willing to volunteer their time and legal fees for
preparation and presentation of such a petition.
MR. JAMES HILL: Second. James Hill.
MR. LAWRENCE KING: Rule 7.3, I don't want to read the whole
rule, but let me read it briefly. It says: A lawyer or lawyer's representative
shall not by in-person or telephone contact or other real time contact, solicit
professional employment from a prospective client when a significant
motive for the solicitation is the lawyer's pecuniary gain.
The rule was drafted by the Joint Committee on Attorney Standards,
and the committee did spend several years reviewing this and drafting it. It
was then presented to the Supreme Court, and the Supreme Court adopted
that rule with two justices dissenting. The board examined that rule and the
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comments of the justices, and the majority opinion. In a nutshell, the
dissent raised some concerns that the board considered. There was a
question as to whether or not Rule 7.1, which has to do with advertising,
adequately already addressed the potential situation of abusive or
oppressive lawyers trying to solicit clients. The dissent also provided three
examples of a situation that could violate this rule. And in reading those, I
think the board got even more concerned. Those examples of potential
violations of the rule included if a new lawyer moved to town and was
passing out business cards going down Main Street, whether that was a
direct in-person contact that would violate the rule. Sitting at a banquet
where a person was describing a problem or situation that was going on,
and the attorney saying, "There is a member in my firm that could help out
with that," whether that would be a solicitation. And if you were giving a
speech to a trade association or other organization, and afterwards, mingling
with individuals, and in so doing you said, "Give me a call on Monday, I
might be able to help you with your situation."
After reviewing that rule, I think the board felt very strongly that the
rule could have a significant impact on the practicing lawyers in North
Dakota, and believed that it warranted further review and discussion by the
membership, and therefore, drafted Resolution No. 3, and present it to you
for your consideration and discussion.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Chair recognizes Dan Cruthers.
MR. DAN CRUTHERS: Thank you, Madam President. Dan Cruthers
from Fargo. I move that we amend the resolution. My motion is to strike
the last three paragraphs of the proposed resolution, and in substitution,
enter: Whereas, enactment of Rule 7.3 of the North Dakota Rules of
Professional Conduct, it was accompanied by a dissent, and has given rise
to questions about the Rule's advisability and constitutionality. Now,
therefore, be it resolved that the State Bar Association of North Dakota
communicate to the Joint Committee on Attorney Standards, the
Association's request that Rule 7.3 of the North Dakota Rules of
Professional Conduct be set for comment and hearing on issues relating to
the dissent and related questions and concerns, and that the committee,
thereafter, report back to the Association Board of Governors with any
recommendations the committee may have.
MR. STEVE MC CULLOUGH: Steve McCullough, West Fargo. I'll
second that motion.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: There has been a motion to amend the
resolution, the second, and we will now discuss the motion to amend.
Mr. Cruthers?
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MR. DAN CRUTHERS: Thank you. I submit that the procedural
approach offered in the resolution is inappropriate. Under Administrative
Rule 38, the Board of Governors of the Association has the authority to
refer matters to the Joint Attorney Standards Committee, as does the North
Dakota Supreme Court Joint Committee, and I believe that is the procedure
that ought to be used. Let's get this back in front of a committee that has a
background with this. Let's air the concerns that now have been raised
through the dissent, and otherwise, people looking at this rule, and let's use
that procedure, instead of having the Association authorize, in essence,
either a legal challenge or a petition. The point is I do not think it's
appropriate for us, as an organization, to use the amendments of the
organization to attack a rule that has been adopted by the majority of the
court, because I think there are members on the Joint Attorney Standards
Committee-I believe there are members of the Association who are
members of the court who approved this, that may not want this Association
challenging their work. Let's go back and use the procedure that exists, so
we can air the concerns, resolve the concerns. The Joint Procedures
Committee can then report back to the Board of Governors, and if the
Board of Governors is dissatisfied after that process, it still has the power to
petition the court. But let's use the process that is on the rules, and that is
why I urge the amendment. Thank you.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Further discussion on the proposed
amendment? We'll first vote on whether to accept that amendment. All
those in favor of accepting the amendment, say "Aye.".
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: All those opposed, same sign.
MEMBERS: (No.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: The resolution has been amended, and, Dan,
would you just read the amendment one more time, so we make sure we
have it?
MR. DAN CRUTHERS: Would you like me to read all parts of it, or
simply the substantive portion?
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: The substantive portion.
MR. DAN CRUTHERS: Now, Therefore, be it Resolved that the State
Bar Association of North Dakota communicate to the Joint Committee on
Attorney Standards the Association's request that Rule 7.3 of the North
Dakota Rules of Professional Conduct be set for comment and hearing on
issues related to the dissent and related questions and concerns, and that the
Committee, thereafter, report back to the Association Board of Governors
with any recommendations the committee may have.
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PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Thank you. Any discussion about this
amendment to the resolution? All those in favor of adopting the
amendment resolution say "Aye."
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: All those opposed, same sign.
MEMBERS: (None.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Resolution No. 3, as amended, passes.
We're now up to Resolution No. 4 regarding the Indigent Defense Task
Force. The motion from Sharon Martens.
MR. GARY NATE: Gary Nate from Minot. I will say, when I was
president of the Association, one of my thoughts was that we needed to do
something about indigent defense, and adequate compensation for indigent
defense, and this task force has worked long and hard to put together a
program which I think will go a long way in accomplishing those goals, and
I think there are a lot of the goals that this organization would ascribe to, so
I would move the Resolution No. 4, which is the adoption of the Indigent
Defense Task Force.
Is there a second?
MR. BIRCH BURDICK: Birch Burdick from Fargo. I second the
motion.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Any discussion on that motion? All those in
favor of adopting the resolution on the Indigent Defense Task Force, say
"Aye."
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Opposed, same sign.
MEMBERS: (None.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Resolution passes.
MEMBER SPEAKER: President Holman, point of order. I voted for
Resolution No. 8, and I have no idea what it is. I thought it was 5 through 7
that was published there. I don't think there was an eighth resolution, so I
would move that we rescind our vote on Resolution No. 8.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: I'll rule that we rescinded 8.
We're now up to discussion of the amendments to Article 4 of the
SBAND Constitution. You have received two official notices of the
proposed constitutional amendment to Article 4, Chris Hogan-or, Jim, you
get to do the discussion.
MR. JIM GANJE: Madam President, as a matter of protocol I move
the adoption of the changes to Article 4 that it be published pursuant to
bylaws twice over a two-year period.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Is there a second to that motion?
MR. JASON VENDSEL: Second. Jason Vendsel.
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MR. JIM GANJE: This is a very textbook type of change. Several
years ago, those of us that were on the Bylaws and Constitution Committee,
including Steph McLean, Christine, and Jim Hill, did some modifications to
incorporate in the election process the use of the mail ballot. Our bylaws
and constitution were not consistent with what we had done in including a
mail ballot process, so what we did with Article 4 is to modify the language
so as to allow for that process, and that is quite simply what the changes
are.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Any discussion?
All those in favor of the motion to adopt those changes to the
constitution say "Aye."
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Opposed, same sign.
Jim Hill, I recognize you again.
MR. JIM HILL: Madam President, the second batch of amendments
that are proposed have been through a first meeting, and will require a
second meeting, so I will not make a motion, but I do ask the membership
to take time to review the changes that have been made.
Again, I do want to comment that Steph McLean, Christine and I spent
quite a bit of time trying to mesh the changes that were necessary with the
mail ballot process, the process of resolutions, and also really to update our
constitutional bylaws to deal with name changes such as the Board of Law
Examiners. I would suggest to you, Madam President, that we have done
the best we can to test to see that we have the time lines right, so that we
don't have any questions in the future, but we do welcome things and I
hoped Steph would be here today. I don't know if your colleagues know
that Steph's wife is undergoing some testing for a brain tumor today, so he
would have been here to talk about it, as well. But if there are any
questions, I suggest you get them to Christine Hogan. She will get it to the
committee and we will move forward. I think no other action is necessary.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Thank you, Mr. Hill. We're now going to
conduct the elections for president-elect.
Again, we're operating under our absentee ballot procedure. We will
not be having open nominations from the floor, except for those candidates
that have filed nominating petitions. We only have one person that has
filed a nominating petition, so we will have a short nominating speech from
the one candidate who did file a petition for the office of president-elect,
Mike Williams, and the Chair will recognize David Maring for that
purpose.
MR. DAVID MARING: Michael Williams is hopeless, he is
hopelessly committed to community activities, serving on the Board of
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Directors of the North Dakota School of Science, the Metro Area
Tournament Committee, and many other boards.
He is hopelessly committed to family and to youth activities, serving as
a youth basketball coach for more years than he or I can remember.
He is hopelessly committed to clients, including underprivileged
clients, having represented the ARC in its historic litigation in the State of
North Dakota; serving on the Board of Directors for the ARC, and having
been given a Lifetime Achievement Award for his work for underprivileged
people.
He is hopelessly committed to the Bar Association and Bar activities,
including serving on the Attorney Standards Committee, and also being the
current President of the North Dakota Trial Lawyers Association.
Members of this Association, Michael J. Williams will be hopelessly
committed to being your president-elect and your president, and on that
basis I nominate Michael J. Williams as your next president-elect.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Is there a second?
MR. RICHARD OLSON: Madam Chairman, Richard Olson. I am
very pleased to second that nomination.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Thank you. Since no other petitions have
been filed, nominations for president-elect are now closed.
I am going to entertain a motion to suspend the rules and elect Mike
Williams by unanimous acclamation.
MEMBER SPEAKER: I make a motion.
MEMBER SPEAKER: I second.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: We have a motion and second. All those in
favor say "Aye."
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Opposed?
MEMBERS: (None.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Where is Michael? There he is. Welcome
him.
I'd give you the chance to say something, Michael, but I have been
kind of running this with an iron fist, and I don't think I'll let you talk. I'll
let you do it next year.
We now have nominations for the ABA Delegate.
Do we have any nominations? Mr. Marcil?
MR. JACK MARCIL: Can I do it? I am not used to calling you
Madam, but I am used to having you call me Mr. President.
I have a script here that somebody wrote for me-I bet you can't
imagine who. But it is-it does give me a great deal of pleasure to place
the name of Jim Hill as a nominee for the State Bar Delegate to the
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American Bar Association. I want to remind all of us that the control and
administration of ABA is vested with the House of Delegates, and the
House of Delegates meets twice a year, and Jim participates in that, and it's
a very important job because the recommendations on specific issues of that
House of Delegates, the ABA adopts those, so it's an extremely important
job.
Jim has been active in that for a number of years. I have known Jim
for at least 30 years. I got to know Jim when-and I am not that old-I got
to know Jim when he was just a little kid. No, actually, I got to know him
when he was a little older, but I really got to know Jim when I was the
president of this Association, and you can tell if you are around Jim Hill
that his heart is in this Association. He has been an effective member of
this Association for all the years that he has been in it. He is an effective
member when he goes to the ABA. This is a man who works very hard at
everything he does. He is a true professional. We may not always agree
with what Jim has to say, but let me tell you something, he calls it the way
it is, and he is a tireless worker for this Association, so I am very proud to
place in nomination, Jim Hill for State Bar Delegate to the American Bar
Association. Thank you.
MS. REBECCA THIEM: Rebecca Thiem. I rise to second the
nomination.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Are there any other nominations?
I believe there should be somebody here for David Chapman.
Seeing nobody here to nominate Mr. Chapman, I'll entertain a motion
to-I have to get the words right on this-to suspend the rules, and elect
Jim Hill by unanimous acclamation. I am sorry. I didn't see you, my own
partner.
MR. JOSEPH WETCH: Joseph Wetch from Fargo. I so move to
suspend the rules.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Okay. Is there a second?
MEMBER SPEAKER: Second.
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: All those in favor say "Aye."
MEMBERS: (Aye.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Opposed?
MEMBERS: (None.)
PRESIDENT HOLMAN: Congratulations, Jim. That is the first
uncontested election I have seen.
Okay. So some days we actually get the meeting over with on time. I
am now going to turn the gavel over. I am going to complete my year. I
will tell you that you have a wonderful president in the form of Sherry Mills
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Moore. She will do an excellent job of running the Association, and the
gavel is all yours.
MS. SHERRY MILLS MOORE: Thank you. I don't have anything to
say, except be sure you get downstairs to catch your bus on time, make sure
you go to the Vogel Law Firm, and make sure you come to the banquet
tonight.
Thank you very much.
Meeting adjourned.
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